A Letter from Elizabeth
Welcome to the Holiday/Winter issue of Cherry Creek Now Magazine. This is a festive
time of year and there isn’t a better place to celebrate the season than Cherry Creek North.
With the digital world taking over many parts of our lives, nothing can replace the gatherings for dinner, walking by a window and finding that perfect gift you have been looking
for, and most of all the gift of conversation. Meeting your best friend for a cozy cup of
coffee and taking the time out of your busy day is always rewarding.
We have a great issue for you filled with fashion, design, beauty tips, and winter activities.
Find out how to best take care of your skin in these winter months whether you are enjoying outdoor activities or going to a party.
Supporting the local retailers for Small Business Saturday, Winterfest, Insidewalk Sale or
Denver Restaurant Week in 2018, is always important anytime of the year. Follow us on
Facebook and Instagram to stay informed with all the up-to-date events, sales, and happenings in the Neighborhood.
May the Holidays be bright and here’s to a Happy and Healthy 2018
Elizabeth Hamilton, Publisher/Editor
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Learn how to balance
and blend metallics to
keep you looking modern
and up to date.
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by
michael
moore

How to Wear Metallics with Confidence
We have so many options of amazing metallic and shimmery eye shadows on the market, so why
not know how to carry this look off once in awhile, or everyday! Follow along and learn, so you
do not feel like a child that has been playing in your mother’s shimmering eye shadows.
Prime, Prime, and PRIME
Making sure the eyelid is ready to receive the shimmer is important. And most important DO NOT
layer too much on. I like to know it is there, but not so much that it makes the shadows crease.
Stick to two colors
Too many colors, especially those that have a bright texture, will make your eye make up look a
bit overdone. Please refrain from mixing too many colors or doing a rainbow effect, it makes it a
bit dated, think 1987. I suggest you to stick to one or two metallic shades or one metallic, and one
matte shade. Look for a smooth metallic texture not something that has the chunkiness of glitter.
Keep it next to the eye
Sometimes bringing the shadow up above the crease will make your eyes pop. I
like to think of it like matting in a photo, you put the color next to the photo (eye)
to make it pop. When you’re using metallic textures, above the crease you run the
risk of highlighting wrinkles or creases. Keep the color in the area that will not
bring out possible flaws.
Keep the balance
The metallics have such a strong texture, so make sure you balance or blend them out with a matte
color. This will keep you looking modern and up to date.
Add a bit of metal to the rest of the face
I love the current trend of a glowing face. Simply use a shimmer to hit you where the light hits
you. The results are a much more youthful and radiant appearance.
Thoughts? Come and see me and get a refresher so you’ll be totally ready for the holiday nightlife
and on trend for the season.
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Gentlemen, Ace

3

Men’s style tips

“Simply focusing on the fundamentals and doing them well can go
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by ryan wagner
Bespoke Edge

your seasonal style this year!
3 easy style tips to dress sharp this season
For all the reasons that we love Colorado weather, the temperature swings sure can make it
challenging to dress for your day. But this season, you’re going to look sharp and stay warm by
adhering to a few easy principles.

Layer with purpose
Ever since mom bundled us up for our first snow day as children, we’ve understood the
importance of layering to stay warm. Today, the principle certainly still applies, but you can be a
little more sophisticated in your execution.
Just start with finer fabrics close to your body and work your way out. For instance, begin with
your favorite dress shirt and then throw on a fine cashmere sweater, and finish with a tweed or
corduroy sport coat, something with some texture.

wear a scarf
This season, dress like a Parisian and wear a scarf regularly. But don’t feel like you need to wear
that bulky acrylic ski scarf to the office. There are plenty of more refined options out there that
will certainly be more comfortable on some of our more mild winter days. Cashmere is always
Photos:
Ashley Kidder
mossDenver.com

a crowd pleaser, but do some careful shopping and you’ll find artisan woven cotton scarves and
even bamboo.
Plus, scarves are downright practical. Wrap them up tightly to keep the chill out and loosen
as needed. And don’t fret too much about tying them. Just hanging a scarf over your neck and
pairing with a sport coat is a classic look. Stick to neutral tones and subtle patterns for day to day
wear, but it’s always fun to have a statement piece in the closet.

be festive, but not overly so
With holiday parties looming, it can be tempting to want to reach for that red sweater or tartan
jacket. But more often than not, standard holiday looks can come off distracting instead of helping
you look your best. The whole idea is to dress a little more festive than you would for the office.
If you’ve been waiting for the right time to show off that new suit or neck tie, a holiday party is

a long ways.”

the perfect opportunity. Simply focusing on the fundamentals and doing them well can go a long
ways. And if you want to introduce a little holiday color, do so subtly with your pocket square or
socks. This will get people’s attention, but they will remember your sharp looking outfit.
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Contemporary Design
by corinne brown
“The very idea of building a business around the love of

That is, until Brown became possessed by a dream - to

beautiful furniture seemed like the grandest folly forty years

consolidate all his stores in a building the couple might

ago, but the opportunity to purchase a small business called

own, not rent. Plus, they sought a more central location

Danish Furniture of Colorado in 1975 changed all that,” said

to the metro’s growing demographic. “We hired the best

Corinne Joy Brown, who, with her husband Avi, took over

architect we knew,” said Brown, referring to Arly Rinehart, a

the import shop across from the JFK golf course in Southeast

true creative. He designed an award-winning building on a

Denver and filled it with the most exciting furniture they could

narrow lot in Douglas County at South Colorado Boulevard

find from Scandinavia, the then-center of contemporary

and County Line Road. Spanning three levels, the building

furniture design.

cascades down a hill, opening to a triple-volume space
flooded with light.

Within five years, they opened four locations, including a
store in Boulder, a move based on Denver’s rapid growth and

As the business grew, Brown became more engaged in

the advantage

production and design, traveling to numerous factories and

of buying in

countries in search of product that not only looked good,

volume from key

but functioned well, and was accessible in price. Corinne

manufacturers.

went back to school, acquiring a Bachelor of Interior Design,

The move

fielding jobs that ranged from residential to commercial,

may have also

eventually becoming an active member of the American

protected the

Society of Interior Designers. The final evolution in the

business when

company’s growth occurred this past fall, as the relationship

the first economic

with RB Paris ended and the couple decided to go back

crash hit Denver in

to their roots as independent retailers. To mark the new

the Eighties. At the

beginning, they sought a new name and a facelift for the

time, the Euro also

gently aging building, inspired by contemporary art.

increased in value by 50%; those who owed creditors were
in serious trouble. With paid merchandise in their Montebello

ZOLi Contemporary Living officially emerged in October

warehouse, the Browns were able to weather the storm and

2017, a unique collection from Europe’s’ finest designers,

set their sights on the next frontier— Italy.

made exclusively for a demanding customer. Along with Tony
Jennings, manager; Daniel Kopnisky, interior designer; Gail

The Italian market fueled the more international and upscale

Frances, sales associate, and Robert Hernandez, warehouse

collection in the couple’s Cherry Creek location at 2960 East

manager, they welcome old and new customers alike.

2nd Avenue, aptly renamed International Design Center,
reflecting a bold new mix of product. It was on a trip to

Brown says he’s semi-retired now – he only works six days

Milan where the pair first became acquainted with Roche

a week instead of seven. But he couldn’t be happier. He’s

Bobois of Paris, a European franchise with stores around

looking forward to the next 40 years.

the world. Circumstances brought the RB Denver entity to
Brown’s door, and in 1986, International Design became part
of the franchise’s family of stores in the United States. RB-IDC
operated out of the Cherry Creek Roche Bobois location, two
unique brands under one roof.

Reborn

“ZOLi Contemporary Living is a unique collection from
Europe’s finest designers, made exclusively for a
demanding customer.”

by michael moore

Changing Skin Care

With the Changing Seasons

As the weather changes, you will not only need to make
changes to your wardrobe, but to your beauty routine as well.
Skincare needs change dramatically entering the cold season.
For great looking skin year-round, make sure you change your
products for each season.

when the cooler months set in. This is the time I recommend
that you to start to use your retinols and invest in your
esthetician services with peels and micro dermabrasion. So
by the time the holidays are here you are radiant as a holiday
decoration.

Changing up the cleansing routine

Practice Protection

In the summer we perspire more as we enjoy the warm
weather months. We use products that clean the pores deeper
in summer, which can tend to dry skin out in the cooler
months. When the skin is feeling tender or even slightly
irritated, switch to a gentler product that is soap free, or even
moisturizing. I recommend cutting down on the number
of times you wash your face in the fall and winter to avoid
stripping the skin and causing excessive dryness.

After you’ve eradicated the summer damage on your skin,
make sure you keep it totally protected through the cold
season with UV protection. Use sunscreen as well a sunscreen
foundation or BB crème. These products will help your skin
year-round to prevent premature aging, and fine line wrinkles.

Think about changing moisturizers
As the air gets colder and drier, leave the lighter moisturizers
in the drawer. I like adding a heavier crème for the cooler
months, and possibly a balm type product for the evening
hours, or whenever the skin is needing something a bit more.
Time to turn it over
In the bright sun of the Colorado sky, we protect ourselves
with so much SPF. It often results in the skin being a bit dull
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“Making the simple changes each

season will keep you looking great
all year long!”

Michael Moore is the founder of Moore for Life
which supports your journey in self transformation.
mooreforlife.com | 303.956.0311
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